China increases heritage protection efforts in conflict regions
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China is joining global heritage protection efforts in conflict regions amid rising Middle East tension, according to a multilateral alliance aimed at protecting cultural heritage.

The International Alliance for the protection of Heritage in Conflict Areas (ALIPH) told the Global Times at a press conference on Wednesday that China has provided the group with financial support globally and is encouraging more expert guidance from Chinese professionals and heritage preservation institutions.

Cultural heritage is often target during armed conflicts. Restoration is an important part of social and cultural reconstruction in the countries involved.

Some countries, such as Iraq and Afghanistan, have suffered from decades of unrest and their culture and heritage have been damaged, said ALIPH Executive Director Valéry Freland.

Tensions in the Middle East escalated after the US targeted strike on January 3 killed Iranian Major-General Qasem Soleimani. Iran responded with missile strikes aimed at US bases in Iraq.

The move sparked increased concern over the fate of the region's cultural heritage.

As China has advanced technology in bronze, pottery, porcelain, and temple restoration, ALIPH hopes professionals and related institutions cooperate with them to protect heritage sites in conflict areas, Freland said.

Chinese authorities with the National Cultural Heritage Administration (NCHA) welcomed ALIPH members and took them to China's iconic Terracotta Warriors Museum in Xi'an, Northwest China's Shaanxi
The visiting restoration team met with professional heritage restorers, which reflected China's active participation in heritage projects, Freland noted.

China is willing to join other countries to enhance cooperation in fields such as museum management, joint archeology, high technology development, and training of professionals, Hu Bing, deputy director of the NCHA, said at a cultural heritage forum in April.

China has assisted in repairing and preserving cultural heritage sites in countries including Cambodia and Nepal.

China worked with Cambodia in 1997 to help restore the Angkor Wat Temple. Restoration work was also completed on the Chau Say Tevoda Temple and Takeo Temple, Chai Xiaoming, president of the Chinese Academy of Cultural Heritage, told the Global Times in an earlier report.

After an 8.1-magnitude earthquake struck Nepal in 2015, China sent experts to assist with post-quake damage assessment efforts at cultural heritage sites in Kathmandu.
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